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BEST BET: RACE 8, EXCAVATION

FIRST RACE
Five starts into his career, BOTTLE SERVICE never has run two races alike. And yet, he is the tepid choice over 
likely favorite PARTICLEACELERATOR in this turf route for Cal-bred maidens, based mostly on his most recent 
start. BOTTLE SERVICE ran second in an open maiden-40, with a pressing trip similar to the trip he should get 
here. The class move from open maiden-claiming to state-bred special weight is parallel. He can win if he can catch 
PARTICLEACELERATOR, who did all the dirty work last out, setting the pace and finishing second while more than 
four lengths clear of third. The challenge is he faces a sprinter with speed on his inside, and a stretch-out sprinter 
likely to show speed breaking from the outside post. If he can avoid a duel, or take back, the 5yo maiden could win 
as the high-figure starter in the field. BRAHMS FOREST finished second three of four routes in Northern California. 
He is the late threat in a race that could unfold at a strong pace.

SECOND RACE
AVICII dominated this N2X class level last out, winning by more than three lengths while defeating two of her four 
rivals she meets again. Although the inside post is a potential hurdle, she is sharp and has a versatile running style. 
She already has won eight races. ROCKPORT BABE looms an upset candidate, based largely on pace. She might 
be the speed of the field, and has a history of outrunning her odds (18-1 allowance win, 20-1 maiden win). First 
start since early April, she has a shot to steal it. KISS AT MIDNIGHT had no shot last time, due to the race shape. 
‘MIDNIGHT rallies from behind; the race she exits (won by the top choice) was dominated by one-two front-runners. 
The possibility of quicker fractions flatters her closing style. 

THIRD RACE
WE GO NOW scored a convincing win last out in a $16k claiming sprint for 3yos; the class hike to $25k claiming 
3yos is negligible. Drawn outside, speed for a pressing trip, small field, obvious choice right back. ONE I’M RUN-
NING TO benefitted from a clever ride by East Coast jockey Irad Ortiz to win his comeback in gate-to-wire fashion. 
Ortiz made it tight early on eventual runner-up Getoffmyback, and the “race riding” made the difference as ONE I’M 
RUNNING TO won by a head. Claimed off the fast (78 Beyer) win, he moves up in class and stretches to six furlongs. 
With the apprentice rider aboard, he might be the one to catch. OOPPER WALLAH raced evenly and finished third 
last out vs. better; he will be running late.

FOURTH RACE
Five months since her most recent start, KRISTIE’S HEART is the choice to win this $12.5 claiming sprint for fillies 
and mares. Yet she is hardly a lock. She was sharp in December and January, when she reeled off three in a row. 
But then she disappeared. Her comeback works look solid, and her placement at this level makes sense, but five and 
one-half furlongs is shorter than she normally races, and it is uncertain if she will pick up where she left off. And, 
she also is up for sale. Lots of questions. ROCKANTHAROS benefits from a cutback in distance after opening up 
and hitting a wall racing seven furlongs. That race nine days ago was her first start in nearly three months; improve-
ment expected. EBONY CAT is sharp, and moving up multiple class levels after crushing $6,250 claiming rivals.

FIFTH RACE
Trainer Peter Miller has a 31 percent win rate (five years) with maiden-claiming 2yos making their debut. The trainer 
stat applies to SOUR SHOES, $55k son of Uncle Mo making his debut for a $50k claim tag. Sharp looking works at 
San Luis Rey Downs; should come out firing. MICHAEL MUNDO debuts with a work tab that suggests he is live first 
time out for trainer Phil Oviedo, who popped with an older first-time starter here in late April ($27.80 Curly Creek). 
REBEL VOW is another first-time starter with workouts that suggest he is live.

SIXTH RACE
All five runners in this filly-mare turf sprint have a look. The conditions suit BELVOIR BAY, a three-time stakes win-
ner, and five-time winner overall, eligible to this allowance due to the clause in the conditions “non-winners closed, 
claiming or starter in 2017.” BELVOIR BAY has not raced since 2016. She has won on the hill, has speed but also 
has won from behind, and has a productive trainer-jockey combo in her corner (Miller, Norberto Arroyo). ROO’S 
VALENTINE chased a fast pace and finished a creditable third last out in a Cal-bred stakes turf route, now she turns 
back to six and a half on the hill. She popped at 24-1 her only previous downhill start. LONG HOT SUMMER has a 
pair of wins on the hill; this is her first start of the season. DESERT STEEL drops from stakes; WATCH THIS CAT is 
fast and will keep the top choice honest. Upset chance if she clears the field while dropping from a G2 in which she 
set the pace before tiring. Deep race.

SEVENTH RACE
The 2yo HONEYMOONZ OVER finished more than seven lengths clear of third in his creditable runner-up debut; 
the race was validated when third-place finisher Bookies Luck returned to win. HONEYMOONZ OVER has two 
easy half-mile works since raced, “stretches out” to five furlongs, and is drawn outside his main rival. That is 
SERENGETI, hammered to even-money first out but no match for the promising Runaway Ghost. But SERENGETI 
ran okay finishing second, adds blinkers for his second start while wheeling back in only two weeks, and should 
improve with a race under his belt and blinkers on. AN OCALA TEN has sharp-looking workouts at San Luis Rey 
Downs, perhaps a little quicker than his stablemate DAVKA. Looks like a deep field of 2yos, with the advantage to 
a pair that already started, and ran well.

EIGHTH RACE
EXCAVATION has improved since he was gelded prior to his maiden win two starts back.  He followed with a cred-
ible runner-up finish pressing a strong pace, and now shows up in a race that should unfold at an easier tempo. 
Barring speed from one of the stretch-outs, EXCAVATION should get a good trip pressing easier splits. On paper, he 
is the most probable winner on the card. SMALL TOWN HERO exits the same race as the top choice, fifth by four. 
His maiden and starter allowance wins here in December and March put him in the hunt. TRUE VALOR dominated 
maiden-claiming sprinters by more than six lengths, and is bred to stay this mile trip.

NINTH RACE
STREET SURRENDER can win this stakes race, three weeks after finishing second with an uncomfortable trip in a 
similar race. She got keen and pulled herself into a tight spot inside and behind runners into the backstretch, got 
revved up while not relaxed, angled outside for the drive and only went evenly for second. Maybe she simply was 
not good enough, or maybe the race did not unfold to her benefit. Wheeled right back, changing riders, speed to 
make her own trip forwardly placed in the clear, she gets the call. NICKNAME stretches out for the first time since 
spring 2016. Her two comeback sprints were okay in-the-money finishes vs. allowance company; she returns from 
a three-month respite with a running style that will put her on or near the lead. DESERT MADAM scored a workman-
like comeback victory last out while carrying 131 pounds. Tougher group here, but her N2X form from last summer 
makes her a logical contender while dropping seven pounds. 

TENTH RACE
OVER PAR, who has tried this Cal-bred N1X condition eight times already, gets the call in a difficult finale to the 
racing week. Runner-up last out, gradually improving, blinkers on, tepid choice only. INCREDIBLE LUCK final got 
the job done in the eighth start of his career, a solid maiden win over race-1 contender Particleacelerator. Speed for 
a pressing trip, improving figures, threat right back. If the horse he beat wins the first race, upgrade his chances. 
ALSATIAN finished second in a stakes for 3yos, hot sure if this shorter one-mile distance works in his favor.


